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Abstract
I report a numerical analysis of the critical behavior of the metal-insulator
transition in a model of a disordered interacting system. In semiconductors
a conductivity extrapolated to the zero temperature shows a metal-insulator
transition as a function of doping concentration. This transition has been
observed, for example, in silicon doped with phosphorus.
The impurities are randomly distributed in the system and the Anderson
localization can play important roles in the metal-insulator transition. The
critical behavior of the Anderson transition has been studied precisely. How-
ever, the critical exponent of the Anderson transition does not agree with
the experimental results. This discrepancy can be attributed by an effect
of electron-electron interaction. Relative importance of the roles played by
disorder, which is arisen by randomly distributed impurities, and interaction
between electrons, which, for example, screen the potential given by impurity
ions, is an interesting problem.
The model considered in this study is, (i) positions of donor impurity ions
are random, (ii) each impurity supplies one electron and the host material
is dealt as an effective medium, (iii) the electrons interact with the impurity
ions and with each other via long range Coulomb interaction.
I calculated the electronic ground state in a doped semiconductor us-
ing density functional theory and the local density approximation. In this
study the spinless system is mostly considered for simplicity of the numerical
analysis. Multi-fractal finite size scaling of the highest occupied Kohn-Sham
orbital exhibit the critical impurity concentration n" 
= 
1.1 x 1018cm-3 and
the critical exponent u :1.29(*0.08, 
-0.05). The obtained critical exponent
differs from the result of the Anderson model of the non-interacting disor-
dered system. This result indicates the importance of the electron-electron
interaction in disordered systems.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Generally speaking, there are a lot of origins of disorder. Materials can have
defects, distortion, impurities, or a system can be amorphous. The spatial
translational symmetry of the system is broken by these factors and Bloch
theorem is no longer applicable in such disordered systems. Quantum fluc-
tuation from Bloch states occurs by the randomness of the system. In 1958,
it was suggested that eigenfunctions can be localized as a result of the ran-
dom scattering [1]. Since this disorder driven localization phenomena, which
is called Anderson localization, was suggested, a lot of works about disor-
dered systems have been done [2, 3, 4]. One of the important things related
with the Anderson localization is the critical behavior of the metal-insulator
transition driven by randomness of a system. When the randomness is weak
the wavefunction can be extended over whole system. As the randomness
becomes strong the localization of the wavefunction becomes significant. If
the states are localized electrons can not move through the system, i.e. the
system becomes an insulator.
The scaling behavior for p function defined as,
的≡帰 (1.1)
was studied to reveal the conductive phenomena [5] for the orthogonal class
(the universality classes are explained in the next paragraph). g is a con-
ductance and,L is a system size. p rnI-,2-, and 3-dimensional systems as a
function of the conductance are shown in Fig. 1.1. If p function is negative,
Figure 7.1: p as a function of the conductance, g [5].
the conductance decays to zero as the system size is increased, i.e. the sys-
tem is an insulator. 1- and 2-dimensional systems are always an insulator.
In 3-dimensional systems, both positive and negative region can be found
and there can exist the metal-insulator transition. This scalinq behavior was
proved by numerical calculations [6, 7, 8].
The Anderson transition can be sorted out into three classes in terms
of existence of time reversal (TRS) and spin rotational (SRS) symmetries
(Table 1.1). The critical behaviors for each classes with some of the spatial
Table 1.1: Universalitv classes.
Class TRSSRS Example of field
Orthogonal ○ ○
Unitary × Magnetic field
Symplectic ○ × Spin-orbit coupling
dimensions are studied for several decades, for example, in Refs. [9, 10, 11].
The critical exponent for the metal-insulator transition in 3-dimensional or-
thogonal class was estimated precisely [12] using a simple model defined as
?L:Dt e:ei +lure[et
(i.,i) i
(1.動
where t is a hopping coefficient and ui is a random local potential. a, (al) is
annihilation (creation) operator of a electron at site z. The tail states start to
be localized as the randomness being braced up and there are extended states
in the middle of the band as shown in Fig. 1.2. The borders separating the
extended and localized states are mobility edges. When the mobility edge
crosses Fermi energy as the system becomes more random the metal-insulator
transition occurs. Ref. [12] showed the critical exponent u -- 7.57(10.02)
Figure 1.2: Schematic representation of the averaged density of states of Eq. (1.2).
The mobility edge is shown as a dashed vertical line. The mobility edge moves
from the band tail towards the center as randomness is braced up.
which describes the divergence of the localization (correlation) length at the
cricital point.
(x (1・0
where W and W" are a parameter describing randomness and its critical
value, respectively. The analysis in Ref. [tZ] is based on the transfer matrix
method [8, 7]. The critical value of the transition is not universal, but the
critical exponents should be independent on details of a system. Indeed, the
critical exponents does not depend on, for example, the distribution functions
for the random potential [12] and the boundary conditions [13]. Because the
characteristic length scale is infinity at the critical point, the wavefunctions
show characteristic behavior. The distribution of the wavefunction intensity
at the critical point has multi-fractality [14, 15]. This can be generalized for
the critical exponent calcuiations [16, 17]. The critical exponent resulted from
w 
-w.l-"WI
generalized multi-fractal analysis is u : 1.590(+0.012, 
-0.011) and this value
is consistent with the above value obtained using transfer matrix method.
These studies are based on a single particle representation. How the crit-
ical behavior of the metal-insulator transition changes by electron-electron
interaction is an attractive problem.
To study the critical behavior of the transition with both disorder and
electron-electron interaction one can consider the metal-insulator transition
in impurity doped semiconductors. In semiconductors a zero temperature
metal-insulator transition is observed as a function of doping concentration.
For samples with concentrations below a critical concentration, the conduc-
tivity extrapolated to zero temperature is found to be zero. For samples with
concentrations exceeding this critical concentration, the zero temperature
Iimit of the conductivity is finite [18, 19]. The zero temperature conductivity
o in the metallic phase grows as
o (np) a (1.0
where np and nc are the impurity concentration and the critical concentra-
tion, respectively. p is the conductivity critical exponent. From Wegner's
scaling law [20] one can find the relationship between pr and z using a dimen-
sion of the system d.
Ir:(d-2), (1.助
and p : u it 3-dimensional systems. The metal-insulator transition in doped
semiconductors has been also observed as a function of uniaxial stress 121,22]
to tune the impurity concentration. Experimental values for p were argued
between 
= 
0.5 [18, 21] and = 1.0 [19, 22]. This difference can be attributed
from a range of the critical region 1L9,22,23,24]. When one restricts the
fitting analysis within very narrow concentration region in uncompensated
samples, the result with such narrow region shows F : I.2 + 0.2 1231. (It
Ref. [23] v is estimated by considering the localization length directly and
the results exhibit a similar discrepancy.) Those critical regions can be sep-
arated by measuring the sign of do ldT (7 is temperature) in the metallic
phase 1I9,24]. The scaling analysis within narrow region where doldT > 0
leads to 1t x 1.0. The critical parameters obtained for uncompensated sam-
ples within the narrow region shows good agreement with the results for
tuno 
- 
n"l'
rul
compensated samples. Thus, the critical behavior in uncompensated samples
can be resulted from small unavoidable doping compensation [23]. However,
there is a fact that the scaling analysis is justified within close region of the
scaling variables. If there exists critical region near a critical point, the scal-
ing analysis within surrounding region wiil not work properly. The argument
about this problem is still required.
Table 1.2: The critical exponent of the experimental results. These results were
obtained from concentration tuned (c-tuned) and stress tuned (s-tuned) schemes.
Dependence of the range of concentration or stress, wide (W) and narrow (N), is
also shown.
μ Range Sample Ref.
c-tuned, uncompensated 0.55土=0.1
0.64
0.50±0.04
1.3
1.2±0.2
?
?
?
?
Si:P
Si:P
Ge:Ga
Si:P
Ge:Ga
μ司
μ釧
p司
卜q
p司
s-tuned, uncompensated 0.48土=0.07
1.0±0.1 N
?
?
?
?
?
p司
p2,2到
c-tuned, compensated 1.01±0.04 Ge:Ga p司
The universality of the metal-insulator transition has been confirmed in
several models (see Table 1.3). A topoiogically disordered system is a sys-
tem that electron propagates through randomly distributed scattering points
and the hopping intensity is determined by distance between the scattering
points [25]. In comparison with experimental results, the results of numeri-
cal analysis in non-interacting disordered systems, for examplE, r) :1.57 ll2]
for Anderson model using transfer matrix method, do not agree. A most
likely candidate of an origin of the difference is the electron-electron interac-
tion. This discrepancy can indicate the importance of the electron-electron
interaction in disordered systems.
One can interpret a situation of this metal-insulator transition as follow-
ing. Suppose donor impurities are doped in a semiconductor. If electrons
Table 1.3: The critical exponent of the numerical results for 3-dimensional orthog-
onal class. The results of the Anderson model with transfer matrix (TM) and
multi-fractal analysis (MFA) are shown separately.
ν Ref.
Anderson model (TM)
Anderson model (MFA)
1.57二上0.02
1.590(+0.012,-0.011)
トコ
ト司
Topologically disordered model 1.61(+0.07,-0.06)p司
supplied from the donors screen an impurity potential, Thomas-Fermi screen-
ing length, ?TFr can be calculated as a function ofthe electron concentra-
tion (this is equal to the impurity concentration).
rTF≡
αb iS an e∬ective Bohr radius
dielectric constant εr・
αL:ηD (1.0
using the effective mass m[ and
(1・つ
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
??
??、、．．．．．??????????????????????．?????． ??〕）
?
??
?
?
??
αB==;石
=α
B
For lo、v impurity concentration,the screening is ttreak. ヽヽ「hen th  screening
becolnes so weak that rTF>αL,an electrOn will be trapped on an impurity
and the description about the screening length of Eq.(1.6)is no 10nger cOr―
rect.ヽrヽhen the impurity concentration becomes so high that rTF<αb,an
electron can■ot be localized on an impurity.BetlⅣeen these lillnits,
1
rTF παL⇒ηθαL π O・25 (1.助
there should exists the metal-insulator transition [26]. The metal-insulator
transition observed in the sets of some semiconductors and impurities shows
the universal behavior [27] and Eq. (1.8) well agrees with those experimental
results.
1
η:αL=0・26 (1・動
One can expect the metal-insulator transition occurs with same physical
mechanisms on effective mediums even though there are some small devia-
tions from the universal behavior.
-6.2
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59  6  6.1
(1/3)log10nc
Figure 1.3: The critical concentrations and effective Bohr radius for some materials
by log-scale (data are extracted from Ref. [27]).
When an impurity is doped, from an analogy of a system describing a
hydrogen atom in an effective medium, an impurity level appears near below
a conduction band. If some donors are doped the impurity levels become
an impurity band. The Coulomb interaction between the electrons leads to
that the impurity band is split into upper and lower Hubbard bands. In this
case one can adopts the description for low impurity concentration in the
previous paragraph. Without any compensation by acceptor impurities, the
system is half-filled and it becomes an insulator. If the impurities align, for
example, on the simple cubic lattice, an anti-ferromagneic order appears [28,.
As more impurities are doped, the width of the impurity band gets larger and
the Hubbard gap closes at some impurity concentration. Now the screening
becomes strong and electrons start to move between impurities. If the effect
of the disorder is neglected the metal-insulator transition is associated with
this band closing [29, 30, 31]. This is afirst order phase transition due to the
electron-electron interaction [28]. The magnetic property is also interesting
near the metal-insulator transition. As the system becomes from an insulator
?
?
?
??
?
?
5.75.6 5.8 6.56.46.36.2
.26)‐(1/3)lo010nc _1__Si:P X
● Si:As  ※、                    Si:Sb  □
■＼。、＼、       温 冤  8｀ヽ、              Ge:Sb  ●｀ヽ、          GaAs:Mn  △｀ヽ、         GaP:Zn  ▲
※、
Figure 1.4: For low impurity concentration the upper and lower Hubbard bands
are separated. Shaded region represents occupied states.
to metal, the magnetic moment changes discontinuously to smaller value but
it is still finite value [29]. If the true metal-insulator transition in doped
semiconductors were a discontinuous transition, the description about critical
parameters would be wrong.
Figure 1.5: As the impurity concentration is increased, the band width broadens.
Finally the upper and lower Hubbard bands merge.
Note that the donor impurities are distributed randomly in real space and
the effect of disorder arising from this random distribution i.e. the possibil-
ity of the Anderson localization can be important for this metal-insulator
transition. One of the evidences is a fact that this Anderson transition is a
continuous transition. In disordered systems averaged density of states de-
cays smoothly at band edges and a band tail appears [30]. Eigenstates in
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this band tail can be Anderson localized states. This localized states do not
contribute the conductivity. Even though the band merges and the density
of states at Fermi level is not zero, the eigenstates around Fermi level can be
the Anderson localized states and the system can be still an insulator. When
more impurities are doped after the band gap closing the metal-insulator
transition occurs. There are many proposals for this metal-insulator transi-
tion. For example, in Refs. [30] and [32] the multi-valley effect and clustering
impurities were discussed. Refs. [33, 34, 35, 36] suggested the importance of
the effect of the electron-electron interaction in the metal-insulator transi-
tion. The relative importance of the roles that the electron-electron inter-
action and disorder play in this metal-insulator transition, especially for its
critical behavior, is still not clear.
The problem including both disorder and electron-electron interaction
is difficult to solve in a direct way. One of commonly used framework is
density functional theory [37, 38, 39]. Density functional theory is widely
used in the first principles caiculation. This theory proves an important fact
that any physical quantities are a functional of a ground state density. This
fact means that if one can obtain a ground state density it is possible to
calculate any physical quantities without many body wavefunctions. Using
density functional theory one can replace a many body problem by a single
particle problem in an auxirialy system so that the ground state density of
the single particle problem becomes same as that of the original many body
problem 140, 38, 39]. The equations derived in the auxirialy system is called
Kohn-Sham equations.
The most important example for this scheme is a homogeneous system.
In homogeneous systems a ground state density is expected to be an uniform
density. However, a many body wavefunction is no longer a single Slater
determinant consisting of single particle plane wave states and it is given
by linear combination of the Slater determinants. On the other hand, a
wavefunction in an auxirialy system is the single Slater determinant of plane
waves. These two wavefunctions lead to the same uniform density and the
ground state energy must be same in both problems. In Kohn-Sham scheme
the contribution from the exchange and correlation energy, which corrects
the energy in the auxirialy system, is given as a functional of the density.
Kohn-Sham equations have a problem with the exchange and correlation
energy. The exact density functional for these contributions is not known.
The most commonly used approximation is the local density approxima-
tion [38, 39]. This approximation is that the exchange and correlation energy
is estimated by using a functional of the homogeneous system with the local
density.
The purpose of this study is to analyse the critical behavior of the metal-
insulator transition taking into account both the disorder and electron-electron
interaction. I studied the details of the metal-insulator transition in a doped
semiconductor using numerical calculation. I simulated the case that elec-
tron spins are restricted to be polarized completely, i.e. the spinless case, and
the case without this restriction. From the results multifractal exponents
are estimated and finite size scaling of the multi-fractal exponents exhibits
existence of the metal-insulator transition [411.
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Chapter 2
Method
For convenience of the numerical analysis, I used the atomic units shown in
Appendix A. Physical quantities are given using A, cm-3, eV, explicitly.
2.I Model for disordered interacting system
I consider that the donor impurities are doped in a host semiconductor crystal
and these impurities are randomly distributed in real space. There is the uni-
versal feature that the critical impurity concentration of the metal-insulator
transition, nu rfl doped semiconductors is approximately determined by the
effective Bohr radius (Eq. (1.7)) in the host semiconductor crystal [27]. The
experimental results suggest the universal relationship between the effective
Bohr radius and critical concentration below.
η∂αL=0・26 (2.1)
This fact means that the contribution to this metal-insulator transition is
mainly from the electrons which behave as a particle defined with the effective
mass rnj and dielectric constant e, of. the host semiconductor. Since I consider
phosphorus as the impurity and silicon as the host semiconductor the effective
mass and dielectric constant are
mI:0.32, €r:I2.0
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(2.2)
Figure 2.1: The randomly distributed impurities are shown as blue points. This
figure is one sample for -l[ :65, L:400 L, TL":t.02x 1918"*-3.
FYom the universal relationship of Eq. (2.1), the critical concentration of
phosphorus doped silicon can be predicted from Eqs. (1.7) and (2.2) as
ηc=2.25×1018 cm~3 0・め
The critical concentration in the experilnent for silicon doped with phospho―
rus is[241,
ηc=3.52×1018 cm~3          (2.4)
and Eq。(2.1)caln be estimated by using Eqs.(1・7),(2.2)and(2 4),
1
ηFαL=0・30 (2.5)
The deviations from the universal relationship could have lost when the effec-
tive medium is assumed instead of considering the true semiconductor. Even
though there are such deviations for each material it is not so important in
this study and I concentrate on the universal behavior.
Since I have in mind silicon doped with phosphorus I assume that each
donor supplies one electron and each impurity ion has a net charge of +e.
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From the universal relationship described above, it is expected that the elec-
trons supplied from donor impurities operate the metal-insulator transition.
I concentrate on electronic states in an effective medium with the effective
mass and dielectric constant of the host semiconductor. One can consider
an electron moving with the effective mass. The kinetic energy term can be
expressed as, (see Appendix B.1)
_尭 ▽ 2 (2.o
The electron interacts with the donor impurities through the screened Coulomb
interaction given in the effective medium. I assume that the Coulomb inter-
action in the effective medium is given by 142,43]
1     1
εr lr一RI (2.つ
where r and .E| are a position of an electron and donor impurity ion, respec-
tively. The random spatial distribution of the donors thus produces a random
potential in which the electrons move. At the same time the electrons inter-
act with each other via the Coulomb interaction in the effective medium. Irr
this study, I assume that the valence electrons of the host medium screen the
electrons supplied from donor impurities as the impurity ions are screened.
The Hamiltonian of this system is
lNrNlrNrlNl
11 :- t \-V2
2mi /- 't e, !.lrr- F-rl' 2e, zt lr,-ril' 2r, L-,j?-, - Rtl
" 
j:l i,I=t,' ifj, , t+J' 
e.g)
The first term is the kinetic energy of the electrons. The second term de-
scribes the interaction of the electrons with the donor impurity ions. Here -R7
is a random variable. l/ is a number of impurity ions and there are an equal
number of electrons since the system must be neutral. The third and fourth
term describe the interaction between the electrons and the interaction be-
tween the donor impurity ions, respectively. Here, I apply Born-Oppenheimer
approximation and the fourth term becomes constant in each realization of
the random positions of impurity ions.
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2.2 Kohn-Sham equations and local density
approximation
2.2.L Density functional theory
Eq. (2.8) is difficult to solve due to the random potential term and electron-
electron interaction term. To take into account the Coulomb interaction
between electrons, I use density functional theory [37] in this study. The
density functional theory consists of two Hohenberg-Kohn's theorem [39, 3Z],
(i) uniqueness theorem and (ii) variational principle with respect to a density.
IJniqueness theorem
A external potential can be uniquely determined by the ground state
density in a many-body system except for a constant, i.e. the Hamilto-
nian and, therefore, any physical quantities are also determined uniquely
by the ground state density.
Variational principle
There exists an energy functional for a given external potential. For
the external potential, the exact ground state energy of the system
is the global minimum value of this functional, and the density that
minimizes the functional is the exact ground state density.
From uniqueness theorem one can define a ground state energy functional
with respect to a density.
0.9)
where n(r) is a density and V""1 [n] is a external potential. The universal
functional firx is defined as
(2.10)
V [n] is a ground state wavefunction of V.*t["]. f is an operator for the kinetic
energy and I4,,t is an interaction energy between electrons. In Eq. (2.9) the
external potential also varies such that the density becomes the ground state
島=鳥レ]≡FHKレ]十/α3rκ苅レ](r)η(r)
??
?
?
?
?
?
?????
????
??????
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density in the external potential. And I consider other functional defined by
Eレイ[η]≡ 0・11)
with given external potential 7. Eq. (2.11) can be defined for any density
which has a corresponding V""1. Note that V does not depend on the density
n. Eq. (2.11) shows the minimum value when n is equivalent to the ground
state density n6 of the external potential V.
Ey[η]≧Eァ[ηo] o.12)
2.2.2 Kohn-Sham equations
In this section, I derive Kohn-Sham equation [40] using the density functional
theory. The Kohn-Sham equations are similar to the Schrodinger equation
but it is for an auxiliary non-interacting system. By using Hohenberg-Kohn's
theorems, finding a ground state with given external potential is achieved by
minimizing the energy functional Eq,. (2.11) with respect to the density, in-
stead of a many-body wavefunction. Then, I assume there exists the auxiliary
non-interacting system in which the ground state density is equal to the true
ground state density of the original many-body system. One can define the
ground state in the auxiliary system.
?
?
?
↓
???
「???
??
?
?
Φ邸≡鳥山鰤OL戸→
The density is derived using{φj}
n(r) :
Before taking variation, I separate Eq. (2.10) as
島K[η]==珂rll tt EHartree lη]十Exc[η]
(2.13)
.ご3γⅣ IΦκs(r,r2,・… rⅣ)2    (2.14)
(2.1つ
?
?
?
?
?
??
(2.16)
民回≡―:光・。|▽21仇)
島猟fe回≡://α3γ 3/1=絆
Exc lη ≡ FHK[η]~晃[η]―EHartree lη]
場し回―平Q←ルⅨ→)到
From Eq.(2.20),I obtain Kohn―Sham equatio s be10w.
Eqs. (2.17), (2.18), and (2.19) are universal functionals of the density. Then,
I consider variational problem for Eq. (2.1I) with respect to the auxiliary
orbitals. Note that the orbitals satisfy normalization constraint.
where
where
and
The tOtal
(2.17)
(2.lo
2.10
(2.20)
←■ yef17tllほ→=鋭00=颯鳩 0豹
ア嘉[η]=Kxt+yHartree lη]十yxc lη]      (2.22)
吼“回≡ル出
嘲 ≡Ψ
energy can be expressed as,
Eねtal ≡ 聰十EⅨt+EHartree tt Exc tt EII
=‡け昇artree/み鴫0薇→
●.2o
(2.2o
(2.2o
+βxc tt EII(2.26)
where Err is a energy between nuclei. While in principle the Kohn-Sham
equations are exact, in practice the exact form of the exchange-correlation
energy is not known and an approximation is required. This scheme can be
generalized to a spin polarized case [39].
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2.2.3 Local density approximation
The exact ground state density and energy are obtained by solving the Kohn-
Sham equations if one knows the exact form of the exchange-correlation
energy. However, the functional form is not known and I use the local den-
sity approximation [39] in this work. In local density approximation, the
exchange-correlation energy functional is approximated as
(2.2つ
where total charge density, n(r), and spin density, ((r), are defined using
up- and down-spin density, nt and n+ as,
Exc 
= 
ElSo 
= | at, ,*. (n(r) , ( (r))n (r)
η ≡Ξ η↑十 η↓
ξ ≡
ぽ η↓
η
(2.28)
(2.29)
o.30)
2.31)
(2.32)
(2.33)
(2.30
(2.3つ
I use the form of e;6 given in Eq. (2) of Ref. [ a] though with the parameter
values given in Ref. [45] rather than Ref. [44]. e1g is separated into an
exchange part e1 and correlation part es. Spin dependence of e1 and e6 is
described using / (() as
6x,c(2,C)=6受,c(η)十[C受,c(η)-61,c(η)]∫(()
(1+C)4/3+(1-C)4/3_2
2(21/3_1)
where superscript P and F mean paramagnetic and ferromagnetic configura-
tions. Each energy density in Eq. (2.30) is given as
∫(C)≡
61=
(受 =
η1/3
?
?
?‐
―?．
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
??
?
?
??
?
?
??
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
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?
?
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?
?
?
?
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?
??
??
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
??
?
?
?
??
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
??
?
??
where r" is defined as
●.3o
cP, cF, rP, and rF are fitting parameters shown in Table 2.I. cP and cF have
an energy unit and rP and rF have a length unit. The values shown in the
table are described in the Hartree atomic units in a free space. (I apply these
parameters to the effective medium in Sec. 2.2.4.)
Table 2.1: The values of fitting parameter for the exchange-correlation functional
given in Ref. [a5].
rs≡
 (」})1/3η
_1/3
CP 0.0225
CF
0.0225
21/3
TP 21.0
rF 21.0 x 2r/3
It is convenient to define the exchange and correlation potentials for param-
agnetic and ferromagnetic systems.
J・ = ―
(♀)1/3η
1/3
(2.3つ
o.3o
o.3の
(2.40)
From Eq. (2.2\ and Eq. (2.27) one can derive the spin dependent exchange-
correlation ootential.
= ―
(♀)1/3η
1/3
= ―cP ln(1+;:)
= ―cF ln(1+|:)
曖と=ふ型絆旦+品靱
=γCc(η)十(7√c(2)-7Cc(2))。HC土ばメ→―くま→(平OT
ピ
?
?
?
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o.41)
2.2.4 Kohn-Sham equations within an effective medium
In the literature the density functional theory and Kohn-Sham equations are
considered for electrons in free space whereas I need a scheme for an effective
medium. I have to give the functional form for the exchange-correlation
energy in an effective medium. To map the expressions for the exchange-
correlation energy in free space to the formulae I require here, I re-scale
lengths and energies according to the formulae
0.4勾
The units of lengths and energies having tilde are replaced as [Bohr] -+
l(e,lm)Bohr] and [Hartree] -+ f(milel)Hartree], respectively. In this section
symbols having tilde are described in this new units. After this re-scaling the
effective mass and dielectric constant vanish in the Hamiltonian of Eq. (2 8)
Then, I apply the density functional theory and Kohn-Sham equations to
the new Hamiltonian which does not contain the effective mass and dielectric
constant. Note that normalization condition affects the density by this re-
scaling and density described in the new units relates with the density in the
atomic units as
?
?
?
?
?
?
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(2.4助
Energy functionals within the atomic units relate with those within the new
units as
免
")=(髪)3η
。)
E回=琴・Ё□ p.40
Flom Eq. Q.aa) one obtains the Kohn-Sham equations with the effective
mass and dielectric constant.
(_尭▽2+4.回)仇0=Q仇00=L…』 940
剛 =―身喜 高
十身ル 出
十嘲 解 0
?
?Kcレ](テ)
where
1/実c lη](r)=
21
(2.4つ
The expression of Vlqs is the formulae given in free space.
In this study I apply local density approximation for the exchange-correlation
energy. Due to this re-scaling the units of the parameters shown in Table 2.1
are replace d by l(e, I ml ) Bohr] and f(rn[ lef ) Hartree], respectively.
2.3 Multi-fractal finite size scaling
2.3.L Multi-fractal exponents as a measure of the lo-
calization
To evaluate the metal-insulator transition from the ground state calculation
I use a technique based on multi-fracta,l analysis [16, 17]. In this study I
calculate multifractal exponents as a measure of localization. Suppose a
system with linear size L is separated into small boxes which have linear size
I as shown in Fig. 2.2. One can define acoarse grained intensity, {ttr}.
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
Figure 2.2: This figure shows coarse graining of a system.
size of the system and coarse grained boxes, respectively.
L and I mean the linear
(2.48)
subscript, k,
integrand of
f
'r= 
|/rrnoo*d"ld@)l'
where the integration is done for each coarse grained box and
indicates the index of coarse grained boxes. In this study the
22
Eq. (2.48) is the highest occupied Kohn-Sham orbitals obtained from the self-
consistent calculation for Eqs. (2.45) and (2.46). By using {pr} u generalized
inverse participation ratio is defined as
R9≡Σゆ∂9
た
(2.4動
and its differentiation with respect to the exponent, q, as
s, 
= I 0t,,), rn pn
One can define the multi-fractal exponents, in arrd dq, from Eqs. (2.49) and
(2.50).
ち ≡ Ψ
89≡
詰
Here λ is deflned as a ratio betw‐een J and五.
λ≡:
The errors for multi-fractal exponents, o7n dnd o6n, a;te estimated as [17],
σL = 
論
存+留紗―得Ctt α助バリ。η
(2.5o
(2.51)
(2.52)
(2.50
o.54)
??〓???
where olnoy and o(sq) are the error f.or Rn and Sq, respectively. Note that
covariance between Ro and Sn is included in Eq. (2.55).
Note that the Kohn-Sham orbital is not an electronic state in principle.
The Kohn-Sham orbital is nothing but an auxiliary state. However, if the
correlation effect is small, the shape of Kohn-Sham orbital can be some sort
of " zeroth" order perturbation for a quasi-particle state [46] and a highest
occupied Kohn-Sham orbital mainly contributes the conductive phenomena.
It is helpful to consider the asymptotic behavior of these multi-fractal
exponents. For an extended state one can assume that / is a plane wave. In
this case p7, becomes a constant.
μた―→λα
23
(2.5o
Thus the multi_士actal exponents for an extended state are estillnated as
79→ご(9-1)         (2.59)
69→α            (2.60)
On the 6ther hand,in the localized phase a nlinilnuln value Of μたexist .
ε≡min μた          (2.61)
ε→ O in the limit oflocalization.R9and島,thus the multi―fl・actal exponents
fOr g>0,9=0,and g<O show di∬erent be aviors,respecti、clI For g>0,
R9can be estimated as
R9→1 (2.62)
The elements of Sn can be separated into a box which involves almost all,
i.e. Fn = 1, and almost empty boxes. A contribution from the box which
corresponds to p7. : E is most important for Sn. One can estimate 
^9n in the
localized phase for q > 0 as
where d is the dimension of the system. .Rn and ,9n become as
I喝 ―→ 入α(9~1)
島 → λ晨91)ln λα
S9∝:甕ε91n ε=0
The multi―fractal exponents in the localized phase for g>O are
L→0
69 → 0
For g=0,
R。 ―→ λ
~ご
S。 → ―∞
thus,the multi―fractal exponents for 9=O become as
(2.5つ
(2.50
(2.6o
(2.6o
(2.60
?
?
?
↓
?
↓
?
?
?
o.66)
0.67)
(2.6o
(2.6の
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For g<0,one can estimate」R9a
R9∝螺島=∞      ・・7o
an(l Sq as
島∝螺島hε=一∞      。.71)
Ъ fOr g<O iS derived as
L→―∞           (2.72)
and ag for g<O is derived as
a9∝螺無 →∞     。・7o
Table 2.2: The asymptotic behaviors of the multi-fractal exponents.
Extended Localized
?? α(g-1)
0(g>0)
―α (9=0)
一∞ (g<0)
??
α
0 (9>0)
(9≦0)∞
2.3.2 Finite size scaling for multi-fractal exponents
At the vicinity of the critical impurity concentration, the multi-fractal expo-
nents can be expressed as a scaling function 177,721.
rs : ro @o. L.t) : Fo (+ t @) # .r (n,) br, .\) e.T4)
where lo means io or do. b is a re-scaling factor of renormalization group. p
is a relevant scaling variable. To consider the finite size effect, an irrelevant
25
scaling variable,
reduced impurity
4, is introduced. The
concentration defined
scaling variables are functions of a
&St
(2.7e)
(2.80)
(2.81)
絶D~ηc (2.75)furi
In the thermodynamic limit, the multi-fractal exponents are scale invariant
at the metal-insulator transition by their definition. Choosing appropriate b
Eq. (2.7a) can be rewritten as
ro(ro, L,t) : qL (n@) L),rt (n,) to,^) (2.76)
In this study I fix ) as a constant and I consider single-parameter finite size
scaling for fn.
「9し嗣 =銑Om」,ηし→→ (2.77)
Since the second argument in Eq. (2.77) must vanish in the limit of L -+ a,,g
must be a negative value. The correlation length, (, is related with a relevant
scaling variable, p.
( : lp (r,)l-" (2.78)
One should consider non-linearity of p and ry. These scaling variables can be
expanded by Taylor series with some cutoff.
m^
S1 iOln. l: ) A;n"-Z-,t
;-1
ffin/ \ \-' ;nln,) : ) 0.;n-
,Lt -i:o
mn and mn are a cutoff index of the scaling variables. At the critical point
where n" is equal to zero, p must be also zero because Eq. (2.78) diverges at
the transition point. Therefore the expansion for p starts from i : 1. The
scaling function Eq. (2.77) is expressed as a Taylor expansion of the scaling
variables. fnx,mY
7n(x,Y): I G*tixiYii,j:o
my and Tfty ale a cutoff index of the Taylor expansion of scaling function
with respect to the relevant and irrelevant variables, respectively. The critical
parametersr nu {ai), {bn}, u, g, {Gq,t1} are calculated using the Levenberg-
Marquardt method for non-linear fitting [42]. Suppose {(np,1, fq,r, o;)} and
{C1} are data sets obtained from the self-consistent calculations and the
fitting parameters, respectively. The best fit model is determined from the
obtained data set by minimizitg y2.
χ
2=平
 (            )2
(2.82)
There are some non-linear parameters for the scaling function and the di-
agonal part of a covariant matrix does not directly mean the error of the
parameters. The error of these quantities are estimated by using Monte
Carlo method [47]. Random sample data sets are generated using the error
for each data points. One can apply the same fitting procedure for these
generated random data sets and distribution of each quantity is obtained.
From the distribution of these quantities, the confidence intervals can be
estimated.
2.4 Details of numerical calculations
In this study periodic boundary conditions are imposed. The simulations are
performed by generating an ensemble of cubic samples with linear dimension
,L. The volume of the system is 13 and the donor concentration is rLD : N I Lt .
Since I have in mind silicon as the host semiconductor I set
に =0.32,εr=12.0 ●.83)
The procedure for numerical calculations can be separated into two parts,
self-consistent electronic structure calculation (only for electrons in the ef-
fective medium) and estimation of the localization and the metal-insulator
transition using multi-fractal finite size scaling.
The actual procedure of the former part is described below.
1. The positions of l/ impurity ions are determined randomly on a simple
cubic lattice with lattice constant a1. This prevents impurity ions being
positioned unphysically close together by chance.
2.For numerical purposes the continuous description above is replaced by
a discrete description on a real-space grid with spacing a. Laplacian
is replaced by using second order finite difference approximations (see
Appendix C). The resulting matrices and vectors have dimension equal
to the number of grid points (Ll")t. Off-diagonal elements of the
Hamiltonian matrices are generated in this step.
The potential due to the positive donor impurity ions is calculated by
expressing the charge density of the impurity ions as a Fourier series.
A cut-off is imposed on the wavenumbers so that the number of terms
in this series is equal to the number of the real-space grid. In effect,
this replaces the delta-functions of the charge density of the impurity
ions with an approximate smooth charge density. Poisson's equation
is solved exactly for this approximate density and the corresponding
potential obtained using inverse Fourier transform (see Appendix D).
This calculation need only be performed once for a given configuration
of the impurity ions.
The energy between impurity ions is calculated using Ewald sum method [26].
This calculation is also performed once for a given configuration of im-
purity ions.
An initial density is given.
The Hartree like term in Eq. Q. s) is evaluated in a similar way for
the impurity ion potential. And the exchange-correlation potentiai
is calculated with the local density approximation. Within the local
density approximation the exchange-correlation potential term appears
only in the diagonal part of the Hamiltonian matrix in the real space.
From these functions Eq. Q.a6) is evaluated.
The ,n/ occupied Kohn-Sham orbitals for lowest Kohn-Sham eigenvalues
are evaluated by diagonalizing Eq. (2.45). Within the local density ap-
proximation the real space finite difference approximation of the Kohn-
Sham equations yields a Hamiltonian that is sparse. These orbitals are
found using the JADALIMU sparse matrix library [48].
3.
4、
5.
6.
??
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Next density is given by the resulted density and previous density with
Chebyshev acceleration method. Deviation of the density from previous
one is estimated. If the density is not converged, the procedure goes
back to Step 6.
Tr, E.*t, EHrrt."", and -Ea6 are calculated with the resulted Kohn-Sham
orbitals. The expectation values in ?" are approximated by the ex-
pectation of discretized Laplacian which is used in the self-consistent
calculation. The integration is replaced by summation over the grids.
The ground state energy is obtained from these energies.
After repeating the procedure above for each random sample, I moved
onto the procedure for estimation of the metal-insulator transition as follow-
ine.
Highest occupied Kohn-Sham orbital is extracted from a converged
sample. Using this orbital, coarse grained intensity is estimated. Rq
and ,So are calculated for given q values. ao and in are derived using
Rn and Sn, Eqs. (2.51) and (2.52).
The ensemble average of dn and in is taken over samples having same
system size and impurity concentration.
3. Least square fit for the scaling function, Eq. (2.77). To avoid ambiguity
in the definition of the fitting function, Eq. (2.81), I set the coefficient
of all first order terms to unitv.
Gq,rc: Gq,or: I (2.84)
The best fit model and corresponding physicaliy important quantities,
for example, the critical exponent, are obtained in this step.
4. The errors of the quantities are estimated from Monte Carlo simulation.
8.
9.
2.
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Chapter 3
Result
3.1 Spinless system
First I show results for a restricted case that the all electrons in a system have
same spin direction. In this spinless case, the number of iteration for self-
consistent calculation is roughly 10 times less than the number of iteration
for a case that the spin degree of freedom is taken into account. In the
spinless case, the impurity band is fully occupied and there is no upper and
lower Hubbard bands. I consider the band merging between the impurity
band and conduction band in the spinless case instead of between the upper
and iower Hubbard bands.
Non-magnetic case leads to unphysical results in low impurity concentra-
tion regime. The spin density is fixed to zero in this case and an electron has
to share its place with an opposite spin electron. This is unphysical situation
and I omitted the analysis for this non-magnetic case.
For the spinless system, ( defined in Eq. (2.29) is fixed to unity in whole
space. The exchange-correlation energy density given in Eq. (2.30) in the
spinless system can be expressed as,
6x(2,C=1)
Cc(η,C=1)
(3.1)
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and the exchange-correlation potential in Eq. (2.4L) can be expressed as,
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0.0
where cF=0.0225/21/3 and rF=21.0×21/3.
Since l have in nlind silicon as a host llnedium the effective lnass and the
dielectric constant are nt=0・32 and εr=12.0,respectivelI The efective
Bohr radius is αL =37.5 Bohr.I used the second Order real space flnite
difFerence apprcpximation and the grid spacing α=18 Boh (=0.48×αb).
The lattice constant αJ ofthe randolnly occupied impurity lattice is flxed such
that αι/α=2.The range of impurity concentration is from O.42×1018cm~3
to l.3×1018cm~3.
3.1。l  Density of states for periodic and disordered sys中
tems
The density of states can not describe the lnetal―insulator transition in the
disordered system because it does not distinguish whether the eigenstate is
10calized or extended.Ⅳloreover the critical behavior is not clearly described
from the density of states. Hottrever, it is lvorth to cOmpare with results
obtained from a periodic system. I compared、vhen the impurity band fOr
di“erent impurity concentrations lnerges to the conduction band for both the
periodic and disordered systems.
Fig.3.l sho、rs the density of states for a system in which impurities are
arranged in the forln of silnple cubic lattice. There is One impurity in the
sillnple cubic unit cell. Here the density of states lneans a number of Kohn―
Sham eigenstates which is found in a range bettveen c and 6+δ6.The density
Of states in the periodic system is calculated using kernel polynOllnial method
with Jackson kernel[491.The SiZe of unit cell is changed with keeping the
grid spacing flxed.This changes the impurity concentration.The number
Of polynolnials is tuned such that the ratio betlⅣeen number of grids and
p01ynOnlials becomes silnilar as possible. This is to keep the flnite size ei
fect of kernel polynolnial lnethod among the samples for diferent impurity
concentrations.
In Fig.3.l the band gap seems to disappear at around ηD = 1.59×
1018 cm~3,i.e. the metal―insulator transition occurs around this concentra―
1
tion.If one calculate Eq.(2.1)for the periodic system,η:αb=0・23.This
value is not precise because the band edge can■Ot be rigorOus in kernel poly―
nolnial lnethOd and 6ne can calculate the samples only for discrete impurity
concentrations.
The average density of states for disordered system is shown in Fig.3.2.
This is a histograⅡl of Kohn―S aln eigenvalues,but not calculated by kernel
p01ynonlial lnethod.The band gap does not exist for、vhole calculat d range
ofilnpurity concentration in the disOrdered system. The enerttr Origin amOng
randoln samples is flxed and an eigenvalue of the highest Occupied state for
each sample can fluctuate. This corresponds to that the bottOIn of conduction
band in the host mediun■is flxed as the energy origin among taking the
ensemble average.
Fig.3.3 sho恥アs a cOmparison of the density of states betlⅣen in the pe―
riodic systeln and disordered system.[rhe band broadening is signiflcant in
the disordered system.In this case the randOmness gives the competitive
efects that it enhances the band gap closing and that the electronic states
are localized.
Belo、「the transition concentration of the periodic systems,in disordered
systems the band gap has already closed. Actually,the critical concelltration
in the disOrdered systems can be estilnated as ηc R多 1.1 × 1018cm~3, lⅣhich
is explained in Sec.3.1.2. Hottrever,clear singular behavior can not be ob―
served in Fig.3.2.Thus,some quantitative evaluation of the llnetal―insulator
transition in the disordered system is necessarI
33
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Figure 3.1:The density of states of periodic systems for difFerent impurity con―
centrations. The number of k―points is 83. The Size of unit cell is 76。2,85,7,and
104.8Å.The number of polynomials is 788,1122,and 2048,respectively
Figure 3.2: The density of states of the disordered system.
??????????
???
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Figure 3.3: The averaged density of states in the disordered system and the density
of states in the periodic system. The impurity concentration is about 0.87 x
1918 
"--3.
3.L.2 Results for multi-fractal exponents and finite size
scaling
Using the method described in Sec. 2.3, I investigated the critical behavior of
the metal-insulator transition in the spinless case. The critical concentration
and critical exponent should not depends on q values and the multi-fractal ex-
ponents are calculated for some g values to check the consistency. The orbital
/ in Eq. (2.48) is extracted from self-consistent calculation for Eqs. (2.45)
and (2.46). I chose ), : 116 which is defined in Eq. (2.53). The multi-fractal
exponents for highest occupied Kohn-Sham orbital as a function of the im-
purity concentration for different system sizes are shown in Figs. 3.4, 3.5,
3.6, 3.7, 3.8, 3.13, and 3.14. The curves are the best-fit-model obtained by
finite size scaling fi.t. The fitting parameters of scaling function Eq. (2.81)
and scaling variables Eqs. (2.79) and (2.80) are determined using, mn : 2,
TrLn : 7, TTLx : 3, rrLy : 1. I chose these maximum order of the expansion
to avoid unnatural fitting. If one expands the scaling function with higher
35
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Figure 3.4: ds for different system sizes as a function of impurity concentration.
The number of samples for each data point is between about 1500 to 3000. The
critical concentration is indicated bv a red arrow.
order, the fitted curves bend unnaturally. On the other hand, the lower
order expansion gave the critical concentration out of the calculated range.
The number of data points is 67 and the number of fitting parameters is
3 + mn-t (mr+ 1) + (** + l)' (*r+ 1) 
- 
2 : \3. As described in Sec. 2.3,
Eq. (2.77) implies that the distribution of the multi-fractal exponent is scale
invariant at the transition provided ) is held fixed. The distribution of. d,s
shifts to smaller (larger) values in the metallic (localized) phases as the sys-
tem size increases. For low concentration, typical behavior of localized states
is seen, i.e. one can see shifbs to larger values as the system size increases.
For high concentration the system size dependence is less pronounced but
there is a shift to smaller values with increasing system size. (Note there is
a lower bound of ds > 3 set by normalization of orbital.)
Flom the finite size scaling analysis, the critical parameters are obtained.
Those obtained for some q values are shown in Table 3.1. The confidence
intervals for the criticai impurity concentration and critical exponent are
determined from the histogram obtained by Monte Carlo simulation. The
4.8
4.6
4.4
4.2
3.8
3.6
3.4
1.31.20.50.4
L:229
L:286 A
L:343 A
L:400 A
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confidence intervals shown in Table 3.1 are corresponding to g5%. X2 values
(Eq. (2.82)) and its Q values are also shown in Table 3.1. Q is a probability
that an observed 12 value accidentally exceeds a given value [47].
Fig. 3.11 shows the histogram for the critical concentrations calculated by
Monte Carlo simulation. The critical concentrations agree weil between do
and in for same g value. However, the critical concentrations of dn and in f.or
different q values does not agree with each other. This discrepancy could be
caused by irrelevant finite size effect. q value can control weight of ensemble
average. For small q, f.or example, a tail of orbital mainly contributes the
mean value. The critical concentration has a tendency of increasing as q is
increased. This implies that each contribution of the orbital has different
irrelevant finite size effect. Despite of the discrepancy for the critical con-
centrations, the critical exponents are consistently obtained, u 
= 
1.3, for d.o
and in with some q values.
Note that d6.5 has severe property for fitting (Fig. 3.13). The multi-fractal
exponents in non-interacting systems follow the symmetry reiation [50, 14,
151.
an I a1-n:2d (3.o
ds.5 in the metallic phase and critical point are both equal to the spatial
dimension. Its function of the concentration saturates in the metallic phase
and this fact makes the fitting procedure difficult.
The calculation for q : 1.25 leads to large confidence intervals for the
critical exponents. The large confidence interval can be also seen in Ref. [17].
In addition, the data sets in the present case do not cover vicinity of the
crossing point (Fig. 3.1a) and the fitting procedure does not work properly.
The order of critical concentration in the present calculation, n" x I.l x
1018cm-3, agrees with the experimental result, n" : 3.52 x 1018 cm-3 lZ+).
Some of the discrepancy can be explained by the replacement of the semicon-
ductor crystal with an effective medium, i.e. from the universal relationship
Eq. (2.1) the predicted critical concentration is 2.25x1918 
"--3. The remain-
der of the discrepancy may result from the following: (i) In the true system
spin is not completely polarized. In the system that spin degree of freedom
is taken into account, the kinetic energy will be less than the spinless case.
Orbital for the spinless case tends to be extended and the hopping integral
37
can be larger. Thus, the band gap in the spinless system closes earlier than
the system that spin is taken into account. (ii) It is known in first principles
calculation that the local density approximation underestimates the band
gap (see, for example, Ref. [51]). In fact, ls hydrogen level in the effective
medium can be estimated as 
-0.030 eV, but the peak for low concentration
in Fig. 3.1 shows roughly 
-0.015 eV (even though it is not the isolated atom,
one can expect it is close to 
-0.030 eV for enough large systems).
The critical exponent in the present calculation seems to agrees with one
of the experimental value, u(: tt) : 7.2 +0.2 123].
Note that the experimental results for u (u : l-L rrr 3-dimensional sys-
tems [20]) are discussed between = 0.5 (wide region of the concentration) [18,
21] and 
= 
1.0 (narrow region of the concentration) [19, 22] for uncompensated
samples. Ref. [23] suggested that u = 1.0 might be attributed by unavoidable
compensation in experiment because the critical parameters for compensated
samples seem to be similar to the data for uncompensated samples with the
narrow range of concentration. However, the scaling analysis basically works
more properly as the range of scaling variable becomes narrower. If there ex-
ists such narrow region, the analysis within wider region can not be justified.
Thus, this agreement can be possible.
The present calculation is for uncompensated spinless systems and these
experimental results are for uncompensated systems but the spin direction
is not restricted. This difference of the spin degree of freedom can affect the
critical parameters.
The non-interacting disordered systems using Anderson model lead to
u : L.590(+0.012, 
-0.011) [17] and it is different from the obtained value in
the present work, u x 7.3. If the electron-electron interaction is neglected in
this work, it can be equivalent to the topologically disordered systems. The
critical exponent calculated in the topologically disordered systems, in which
the electron-electron interaction is not taken into account,, agrees with the
results of the Anderson model, u : L.6I(*0.07, 
-0.06) [25] The difference
from these non-interacting disordered models can be caused by the electron-
electron interaction. Because I assumed the electronic correlation is not so
strong and it is taken into account only via local density approximation, the
Iong range Coulomb interaction is especially important.
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Table 3.1: The results for the multi-fractal finite size scaling. The number of data
and fitting parameters are 67 and 13, respectively.
g ν n" [1018 cm-3] X- 0
??
-0.75 1.25 (1.19, 1.36) 0.99 (0.96, 1.04) 36.8 0.96
-0.5 r.29 (r.24, r.38) 1.02 (0.99, 1.05) 44.3 0.83
-0.25 1.31 (1.26, 1.40) 1.05 (1.03, 1.09) 52.9 0.49
0 t.30 (t.24, r.42) 1.09 (1.08, 1.16) 54.8 0.40
0.25 t.28 (7.20, 1..43) 1.15 (1.13, 1.19) 48.4 0.70
0.75 1.28 (1.16, 1.50) 1.13 (1.11, 1.19) 50.2 0.63
'I
I t.27 (r.76, L.46) I.t7 (1.r4., t.23) 47.2 0.77
7.25 1.48 (1.31, 1.84) 1.19 (1.16, 1.30) 47.0 0.73
Ъ -0.75 r.29 (r.24, 1.37) 1.03 (1.01, 1.07) 45.2 0.77
-0.5 1.31 (1.25, 1.39) 1.05 (1.03, 1.09) 51.0 0.59
-0.25 1.31 (1.25, 1.40) 1.07 (1.05, 1.12) 54.5 0.46
0.25 r.29 (r.77, L.43) 1.11 (1.10, 1.17) 52.3 0.47
0.5 r.29 (1.20, L.47) 1.14 (1.11, 1.20) 49.4 0.65
0.75 r.28 (7.20, r.46) 1.15 (1.13, 1.21) 46.9 0.72
t.25 I.42 (L2L,7.63) 1.18 (1.15, 1.23) 47.2 0.73
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3.1.3 Density for highest occupied Kohn-Sham orbital
To understand more precisely what occurs, here, I show spatial dependence of
ld?)l'for the highest occupied. Kohn-Sham orbital of typical samples. The
system size for Figs. 3.15, 3.16, and 3.17 is L :343 A. For lower concentration
than the critical concentration the Kohn-Sham orbital resembles a molecular
orbital on clusters of two or three impurity ions as shown in Fig. 3.15. As
the concentration is increased towards the critical concentration the Kohn-
Sham orbital spreads out over more impurity ions as shown in Fig. 3.16. For
higher concentration than the critical concentration the Kohn-Sham orbitai
are extended across the entire sample as shown in Fig. 3.17.
Figure 3.15: Square of highest occupied state, l/(r)12, of u sample for L:343 A
and 17 impurities in the spinless system is shown as red cloud. Yellow points are
the impurity ions. nn:0.422 x l-018 cm-3 (< n").
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Figure 3.16: The highest occupied state of a sample for L : 343 A and 44
impurities in the spinless system. no : L'09 x 1018 cm-B (= n")
Figure 3.17: The highest occupied state of a sample for .L : 343 A and 53
impurities in the spinless system. no:!.3I x l-018 cm-3 (> n").
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3.2 System with spin
In the previous section I discussed about the spinless case. In this section
the restriction for the spin degree of freedom is relaxed. Since I consider an
uncompensated system and neglect the multi-valley effect, the system be-
comes half-filling. For the spinless case, the metal-insulator transition occurs
between the impurity band and conduction band. When the restriction is
relaxed, half of the impurity band is occupied and the metal-insulator tran-
sition occurs between the upper and lower Hubbard bands.
lmpurity
Valence Conduction
Figure 3.18: The upper and lower Hubbard bands separated from the impurity
band. From Ref. lzal ttre upper Hubbard band can be close to, or already merged
to the conduction band.
I report some results for the system. From the results I would like to
show some proposals.
3.2.L Results for multi-fractal exponents
The results of multi-fractal finite size scaling for the case that the spin is taken
into account also shows a crossing (Fig. 3.19). The critical concentration can
be found around 1.5 x 1018cm-3. This is closer to the experimental value
n": 2.25 x 1018cm-3 than that of the spinless systems n. 
= 
7.1x 1018cm-3.
In the system with spin, the crossing point is more ambiguous than the
spinless system. Thus, it is difficult to fit the scaling function. This implies
47
that the irrelevant finite system size effect is large in this case (Eq. (2.80)).
I show two curves for the smallest system, L: ITIA, in Fig. 3.19. These
curves correspond to the systems including odd and even number of impuri-
ties, respectively. The separation is significant especially around low impurity
concentration. This separation is not observed around high impurity concen-
tration in the smallest systems and whole range of concentration in the larger
systems. This is an irrelevant effect of the finite number of impurities.
Flom these results, I suggest the calculation must be done with larger
system size than L :7714,.
L,:171 A' q ,
L:229 A r-!
L:286 A , ','
L:343 A
u nr
-trt
t*
Eir
oo
o.H
'O*q. 
. 
-E- 
-::
''o-. 
-E
'o-^ 
"l-
- cl'
1.4 1.6
ne [1018 cm-3]
4.4
4.2
?
?
3.8
3.6
1.20.8 1.8
Figure 3.19: A result of de
number of samples is from
separated into cases of odd
in the case that the spin is taken into account. The
about 500 to 5000. The data for L : 171 A a,re
and even number of impurities.
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3.2.2 Density for highest occupied Kohn-Sham orbital
and spin density
In Figs. 3.20, 3.27, and 3.22, similar behavior to the spinless system is ob-
served. Figs. 3.24, 3.26, and 3.28 show the corresponding total spin density.
It is expected in a periodic system that the anti-ferromagnetic order appears
in the insulating limit and the non-magnetic states are observed in the metal-
Iic limit. The both behaviors are observed in the disordered systems for wide
range of impurity concentration.
Figure 3.20: Square of highest occupied up-spin state, l/(r)12, for L :343 A'
and 35 impurities. 19 up-spin and 1"6 down-spin electrons exist. n6r : 0.868 x
1918 
"*-3.
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Figure 3.21: The highest occupied upspin state for L :343 A, 60 impurities. 30
upspin and 30 down-spin electrons exist. np : I.49 x 1018 cm-3.
Figure 3.22: The highest occupied up-spin state for L:343 A, 80 impurities. 41
upspin and 39 down-spin electrons exist. np : L.98 x 1018 cm-3.
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Figure 3.23: Total electron density, ,f + nJ, for L :343 A and 35 impurities is
shown as red cloud.
Figure 3.24: Total spin density, nt 
- 
nI, for L :343 A and 35 impurities is shown
as green and red cloud. There exist 19 and 16 up-spin and down-spin electrons,
respectively.
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Figure 3.25:Total electron density for L=343Å狙d60 impurities.
Figure 3。26:Totd spin density for五=343Å鑢d60 impurities.There exlst 30
and 30 up―spin and down―spin electrons,respectively.
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Figure 3.27: Total electron density for L:343 A and 80 impurities.
Figure 3.28:Total spin density for Z=343Åand 80 irnpurities.There exist 41
and 39 up―spin and down―spin electrons,respectively.
53
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Chapter 4
Conclusion
I simulated the electronic states in the system that impurity ions are ran-
domly distributed and the electrons interact with these impurity ions and
with each other via long range Coulomb interaction. I assumed that each
impurity supplies one electron. The Hamiltonian in the interacting disor-
dered system is solved by using density functional theory [37, 38, 39] and
local density approximation [38, 39] with and without the restriction for
the electron spin. For the quantitative analysis of the critical behavior of the
metal-insulator transition I applied the multi-fractal finite size scaling [16, 17]
to the highest occupied Kohn-Sham orbital.
The important results in the present work are the critical parameters of
the metal-insulator transition in the spinless systems.
o The critical exponent of the metal-insulator transition is,
u :1.29(-t0.08, 
-0.05) (4.1)
Comparison with the critical exponent of the Anderson transition sug-
gests that the long range Coulomb interaction between electrons changes
the universality class of the metal-insulator transition in disordered sys-
tems.
o The critical concentration is,
ηc π O.992～1.19×1018 cln~3 ●.2)
This range corresponds to,
These results agree on the order with the experimental results. The
physical mechanism of the metal-insulator transition in doped semi-
conductors can be realized in this model.
Eq. (a.1) is obtained from the result f.or i-s.7s, which is the most pre-
cisely determined with 95% confidence interval. The universality class is
distinguished by the critical exponent. Eq. (4.1) is different from the numer-
ical results in the non-interacting systems, 1.57(10.02) [12], 1.590(+0.012,
-0.011) [17], and 1.61(+0.07, -0.06) [25], even though the error is still not
enough small. The difference can indicate the long range Coulomb interac-
tion between electrons plays an important role to the critical behavior. To
make clearer this suggestion larger number of samples is required to reduce
the statistical error and the simulation with larger size systems is necessary
to avoid the irrelevant finite size effects.
The critical concentrations in Eq. (4.2) are resulted from the best-fit-
models. The order of those critical concentrations agree with the universal
relation Eq. (a.a) [27] observed in the experiments with a factor of two.
ηθαL π O・20～0.21
ηc=2.25×1018 cm~3
1
η∂αL=0・26
“
・0
“
.4)
The accuracy of those results can be enough to describe the physical mech-
anisms. The ambiguity of the estimated values for different g values can be
resolved by simulating larger systems. The discrepancy between the present
work and the experiments in terms of the critical concentration may be im-
proved by better approximations for the exchange-correlation energy func-
tional and relaxing the restriction for the spin degree of freedom. In fact,
rough estimate for the system with spin becomes closer to the experimental
value than that of the spinless system.
As mentioned in Sec. 2.3.1, the Kohn-Sham orbital is not an physical
quantity in principle and the quasi-particle states should be used instead of
the Kohn-Sham orbital. This can be done in the perturbative wav. as in
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GW method [46, 52, 531. The present results can be a starting point of the
method. The calculation will be more time consuminq and some efficient
methods will be required.
The level curvature with respect to Aharonov-Bohm flux can be a measure
of the metal-insuiator transition [54, 55]. The highest occupied Kohn-Sham
eigenvalue can be related with the ionization energy [56]. The level curvature
is a sensitivity of the eigenvalue for the boundary condition.
Similarly, Drude weight [57] can be also a measure of the transition.
Drude weight is calculated in the almost same way as the level curvature but
the sensitivity of the total energy is used instead of the eigenvalues. This
has an advantage that Kohn-Sham scheme can derive the true total energy
in principle. Moreover, the another advantage of the Drude weight is that
one can exploit local force theorem [58] to reduce calculation cost.
I expect that more interesting things for the metal-insulator transition,
not only for the critical behavior, will be observed when the restriction of
spin is relaxed. In the system with spin the magnetic moments and spin
susceptibility are of interest. Net magnetic moments seems to be roughly
zero and absolute value of spin density might be appropriate.
I a', lr,' (r) - ,,t (')l ●.5)
The susceptibility along longitudinal can be calculated by using linear re-
sponse theory for each sample. Careful treatment is necessary for taking
ensemble average because of spin degree of freedom. Each sample can adopt
a different spinor basis and the discussion about how to extract informations
from the ensemble will be essential.
The compensation in doped semiconductors is also important factor in
the metal-insulator transition. Suppose a system includes Np donors and
ly'a acceptors satisfying l/p ) l/a. Each donor impurity supplies one elec-
tron as the present study and each acceptor impurity absorbs one electron
supplied by a donor impurity. Thus, each donor and acceptor have *e and
-e net charge, respectively. This makes the system out of half-filling and
randomness of the system becomes stronger. I expect qualitative differences
in the compensated systems compared with the present study. Moreover,
the study for the compensated system can be a perspective on whether the
57
agreement of p in the uncompensated systems with narrow critical region
with the compensated systems is by chance, or not f231.
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Appendix A
Atomic units
Table A.1: Hartree atomic units. me1 aB1 and e mean the electron mass, Bohr
radius, and electron charge, respectively. The energy unit is called "Hartree". ft,
is the Planck constant and es is the vacuum dielectric constant.
Mass 7γιe 9.10938188 x LO-31[kg]
Length 〓
?
?
?
?
??
4πεOん2)5.291772108×10 1llml
Energy ん
2
鶴 eαL
4.359744027 x 10-18[Jl
Charge θ 7.60217646 x 10-1elcl
Hamiltonian in an effective medium including single electron and impurity
ion at r and fiL, respectively, can be expressed as,
62^e21?4'---'' -V2-- (-{.1)2mtr' 4Tese,lr 
- 
Rl
where e,. is a dielectric constant of the effective medium. Eq. (A.1) is rewrit-
ten in the atomic units as,
π=_;場▽2_多
高
59
(A.2)
Here I use znl as a "relative" effective mass in the effective medium. mi is
conventionally used as an effective mass and I should we m[f m" instead of
m[ in Eq. (A.2). Since m. is 1 in the atomic units, I neglect the difference
in the present article.
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Appendix B
Electronic states ln
semiconductors
Purpose of this chapter is to introduce a description for an electronic state
with doping a donor impurity in a semiconductor. The calculation described
below follows that given in Ref. [26].
8,1 Effective mass approximation
Suppose a valence band is fully occupied by electrons at zero temperature in
a semiconductor. The electronic states thn.* can be described as
π(°)ψttL=6:L ψtt (B.1)
where 'JLQ) is a Hamiltonian for the electrons, n is a band index and k is a
Bloch wave number. I assume existence of a function'u)n which satisfies
ψ絆海=轟音平♂λα υπ°一°
where ly'1,o.1 is a number of atoms and a is a crystal lattice vector in a pure
host semiconductor. The functiorr 1.1)n is called Wannier function. Flom the
definition of w, it can be expressed using T/(0f .
?
?
?
??
(B.2)
w"\r 
- 
a):
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C tλαψttL (B.3)
Moreover one can derive a relationship below.
I ot, wi,@ - o),rf,),t*@): # 5n,, eik'a (B.4)J
Suppose a donor impurity is doped in this system. I consider about a
perturbation given by the donor impurity ion. An electron interacts with the
donor impurity ion through U which is screened by the host medium. The
Schriidinger equation is (ttto)+u)$:e* (B.5)
I assume ry' is written as
,b:Df,@) wn(r-a) (86)
n,O,
and multiply wi? 
- 
o) to Eq. (B.5) and integrate over the system.
I ot, wi,V - o,) (7{o) + y) D wn, (r - o') fn,(o'):, f,(o) (B.7)
'l nt.a'
here,
f
t I atr.i,? - a)?t@ryn,(r - a') f.,(a')
-ln'.A' "
: >, I d]r wi@ - a)?tu,+1,"-ite'a' ,t,,,,k@) f,,(o')
-, 
J ,/ Nn"" 7
1: ffi 
,,*.*l*i',r"-'r 
o' f n' (o') I ot' ui'@ - a) v,'.ke)
: 1 I ,e) - 
"-tk 
{a'-a) fn, (o,) 6n,n,A/"^^. L 'r,,.k'
. 
' nosl
n'ra',K
=Σ6組L′α九鮨り
Cι
′
、vhere cttL iS aFouriercomponent ofcttL・
(B.8)
6絆L=鳥平ギL♂
みα
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(B。9)
Suppose a tern1 6撃L■2 and replace λ by―づVincttL,
どLα▽九(a)= Σ 6絆し′_α♂(α′一α)(―t▽)九(a)
α′一α
=Σ6絆L′α九〇
α
′
Using Eqs.(B.8),(B.9)and(B.10),Eq。(B.7)is
C絆と,▽九(a)十Σ硫,″(0,ご)九′(α′)=6九(a)
れ′,6じ′
where f(Jn,n,(a,a') 
= | dsrwi@ - o)U (r) wn, (r - a') (8.I2).J
I assume that an electron supplied from the donor will occupy a state at
the bottom of conduction band of the host semiconductor. The energy origin
is set at the bottom level of the conduction band. .(ol 
"ut, be approximated
AS
6燿L蟹尭λ
2
(B.10)
(B.11)
(B.13)
where m! rs electron effective mass in the host semiconductor. (I should
write mllm" instead of just mi,but I omit the division by the electron mass
because it is 1 in the atomic units.) And I assume [/ is enough smooth such
that
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
????????
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
???
〓
??
?
?
Eventually,Eq.(B.11)beCOInes analogous to Schrёdinger equation.
(_尭▽2+び0)九0=6ん0  0■
8.2 Screened Coulomb interaction in semi-
conductors
Since I want to concentrate only on the electron supplied from the donor
impurity, [/(r) should be an effective interaction which includes the true
interaction due to the impurity ion and screening given by electrons in the
host semiconductor. The interaction between the additional electron and
host electrons is assumed as a classical static Coulomb interaction. Then. a
Fourier component of t/(r) can be expressed as
where Uo@) is the true interaction due to the impurity ion. e,.(q) is a dielec-
tric function. e"(q) can be expressed as
u (q): ]-uo (n)e, \e)
為=1+御0
where χ(9)iS a density response function lⅣhich is de ned as,
頑0笙競
」lrl=身硫0
(B.17)
(B.18)
(B.21)
δρ(9)=χ(9)じ亀(9) (B・19)
where dp is a density induced by the impurity ion. One can calculate y(q)
from linear response theory. In semiconductors this is roughly estimated in
Ref. [26]
(B.20)
where nu is anumber density of valence electrons. En ts a band gap energy.
From Eq. (B.18) and Eq. (B.20), e"(g) becomes a constant and I/(r) is
rewritten as
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Appendix C
Real space finite difference
approximation
Laplacian operator in Eq. (2.45) can be approximated by discretization of a
function.
▽2∫(")=上Σ Cm∫(″十鶴α)+0(α
2M)
m=一」И
α is a flnite grid spacing and ir is a cutoff Order ofthe discretization. The sets
of coemcients{cm}depend On ν.These cOettcients are sho、lrn in Table C.1
1591.Here l melltioned only l―d mensi al case but the description in this
chapter can be easily generalized for higher dilnensional cases.
I checked accuracy of this approxilnation with respect to the order of
flnite diference approxilnation and the grid spacing.In this test calculatiOns
l set鶴:=εr=1・0・ Fig.C.l and C.3 are a calculation for a simple cubic
hydrogen crystal that One hydrogen atom is in a unit cell. Figo C.2 and C.4
are a calculation for the same unit cell as the case of Fig.C.l and C.3 but the
unit cell has two lvdrogen atoms and these hydrogens align a10ng x―direction
like v/ires.
One lnight expect that the error shown in Fig.C.l follo、rs as α2ノ′but it is
not correct.The point charge density is expressed as delta functiOn,however,
delta function is smoothed in the present calculations and the smoothing
depends On the grid spacing(see Appendix D).The pOtentials fOr each grid
spacing are not same despite they go to the same result asymptotically. The
(C・1)
same description can be applied to Fig. C.2. Fig. C.3 shows the dependence of
total energy with respect to the order of finite difference approximation. The
error in Fig. C.3 follows a2M . There is difference among them only due to the
approximation for Laplacian. Same dependence can be observed in Fig. C.4.
Fig. C.5 and C.6 show the grid spacing dependence of square of Kohn-Sham
orbital for the case of single particle and two particles, respectively. The
results are calculated using the second order approximation for Laplacian.
The error is comparably large near the hydrogen ions but negligible far from
the ions. Fig. C.7 and C.8 show the square of Kohn-Sham orbital along x-axis
for different order approximations about Laplacian. The first order results
have large error and the higher order results show good convergence.
Even though there is quantitative error caused by finite difference approx-
imation for differentiation but these results show qualitative similarity. If the
order of approximation and the grid spacing are fixed for whole calculations
one can expect reliable results are obtained.
Table C.1: The coefficients up to 4th order of finite difference approximation are
shown below.
Order 60 C±1 c+z c+t c+q,
-2 0 0 0
2nd
?
???
?
??
I
-n 0 0
3rd
49
-.=1E
?
??
?
????
?
??? 0
4th
???
????
?
??
?
???
8
315
‐
?
???
?
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Figure C.1: The grid spacing dependence for the total energy. This figure is for
L : 6 Bohr, l[ : 1, and M : 2. The arrow indicates a result of KKR-Green's
function method [60].
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Figure C.2: The grid spacing dependence for the total energy. This figure is for
L:6 Bohr, N:2, and M :2.
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Figure C.3: The order of finite difference approximation dependence for the total
energy. This figure is for ,L : 6 Bohr, ly' : 1, and a : 0.5 Bohr.
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Figure C.4: The order of finite difference approximation dependence for the total
energy. This figure is for Z : 6 Bohr, N :2, and a : 0.5 Bohr.
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Figure C.5:The rid Spalcing depelldence foF lφ12 a10ng x―axis is shown.The
impurity lon is put at″=3.0.This iguFe iS fOF五=6 Bohr,Ⅳ=1,and M=2.
The dashed line is the HydrOgen ls state.
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Figure C.6: The grid spacing dependence tor l$12 along x-axis is shown. The
impurity ion is put at r : !.5 and 4.5. This figure is for Z : 6 Bohr, lf : 2, and
M :2. The dashed line corresponds to a linear combination of the Hydrogen 1s
state density.
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Figure C.7: The ord,er of finite difference approximation dependence fot l$12 along
x-axis is shown. The impurity ion is put at n :3.0. This figure is for .L : 6 Bohr,
N: 1, and a:0.5 Bohr. The dashed line is for the Hydrogen 1s state.
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Figure C.8: The order of finite difference approximation dependence tor lSl2 along
x-axis is shown. The impurity ion is put at r :1.5 and : 4.5. This figure is for
L:6 Bohr, N:2, and a:0.5 Bohr. The dashed line corresponds to a linear
combination of the Hydrogen 1s state density.
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Appendix D
Poisson equation with periodic
boundary condition
To solve Kohn-Sham equations Eqs. (2.45) and (2.46) one has to evaluate
the Coulomb potential due to impurity ions and the Hartree potential.
Q (r) : I a",' :I+ (D 1)L lr-r,l
Each case in Eq. (2.46) corresponds below.
V.*r(r):-o(r), p(r)'Id,r-P"r) (D.2)
I
VHu,tr"" (r) : 
-O (r) , p (r) : -n (r) (D 3)
Evaluation of the integration Eq. (D.1) can be replaced with solving Poisson
equation.
-Ao (t) : 4n P(r) (D 4)
Within periodic boundary conditions one can express the charge density as
a Fourier series.
-/-\ \- - -ikrp(r): )r,one,"'' (D 5)
where k is restricted by the boundary conditions.
(kr,ka,k"):T rn,,no,n") , (nr,o,": 0, t1, +2,.'.) (D 6)
??
Here lc : O means a constant contribution to the potential and it is re-
moved by hand assuming that the neutrality is satisfied. The potential is
also expanded as the Fourier series.
Φ。)=ΣΦλCttr
λ
(D.7)
(D.11)
(D.12)
(D.13)
(D.9)
(D。10)
An relationship for these Fourier components can be derived from Eq. (D.4).
ok:#or (D8)
For numerical purposes a cut-off is imposed on the wavenumbers so that
the number of terms in the Fourier series is equal to the number of points of
the real-space grid. Both density and potentials in real space must be a real
number.
p(r): p(r).
o (r) : iD (t).
Thus, the Fourier components must satisfy,
ρλ=ρlた
Φた=Φlλ
rlr.,, : 
-
The Fourier transformation used in numerical analysis is usually implemented
wrthn,,o,": (0,... ,Llo 
- 
1) for Eq. (D.6). However, I shift the indices to
satisfy Eqs. (D.r1) and (D.12).
?
?
，
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
? 一開
where L J ir a floor function. This cut-off replaces the delta-functions of
the charge density of the impurity ions with an approximate smooth charge
density. Poisson equation is solved exactly for this approximate density and
the corresponding potential obtained using an inverse Fourier transform.
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Figure D.L: The delta function is smoothed as shown above. Red and green lines
are calculated with a, : 0.5 Bohr and a : 0.25 Bohr in a periodic system with
L : 5.0 Bohr, respectively. Red circles and green triangles show the data values
on the real-space grid.
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Figure D.2:The tllre shows a result of Poisson equation for L=5.O Bohr and
a==0_5]Bohro Circles show the data values on the real―space grid.
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Figure D.3: Red and green points are corresponding to the result fOr α=0.5 Bohr
and α=0.25 Bohr. The difFerence is clear especially near origin.
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